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1. INTRODUCTION, NOTATIONS, AND STATEMENT 
OF THE MAIN RESULT 
We present a theorem on the existence of T-periodic solutions for the 
second order vector functional-differential equation 
x” + (d/dt)(grad F(x)) + g(t, Hx, Kx’) = e(f). (1.1) 
The introduction of the operators H and K into the term g makes it possible 
to apply our result, for instance, to the following cases: 
(a) if H and K are defined by (Hx)(t) = x(t - t), (Kx’)(t) = x’(t - a), 
our theorem gives the existence of a T-periodic solution of a differential 
delay equation of Lienard type. As corollaries, we obtain full extensions of 
the results of Martelli and Schuur [8] and Mawhin [9], not only because of 
considering delays, but also because of enlarging the class of the maps g 
which can be considered. 
(b) suppose that D is a (possibly nonlinear) differential operator 
which admits an inverse H. Then, the system 
D(Y) =x, (1.2) 
x” + (d/dt)(grad F(x)) + g(t, Y) = e(t), (1.3) 
is equivalent to Eq. (1.1) with K = 0. Therefore the periodic boundary value 
problem for (1.2~(1.3) can be solved by our result. 
We refer to Section 3 for further details. 
We shall use the following notation. The N-dimensional euclidean real 
space will be denoted by RN. If x = (x, ,..., xN) belongs to RN, we define 
[Ix/l = (x; + “* +x,) ’ “* Let T be a positive number. The symbol g* (resp. . 
Fk) will denote the real Banach space of all continuous (resp. of class g”) 
T-periodic maps R + RN equipped with norm x --t 1x1, = sup {l/x(t)]/: 
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f E 109 Tll ( res .x-+IxI, + Ix’\,). The integral of any fE@r over an P 
interval of measure T will be denoted simply by JJ For x E pr and 
9 E 11, ~01, let /xlq = (.I I/x/14)1’9. 
Let 
be two (possibly nonlinear) continuous operators. Suppose that K maps 
bounded sets into bounded sets. Moreover, assume that, for some fixed 
qE 12, 0013 
/) Hlls = inf(a E R: (36 > O)(tlx E gr) 1 Hx/, < a 1x1, + b} 
is finite, and that 
is finite, too. 
Finally, we introduce the map E IO, co [ x [2, co I--) I?. 
Y(r,s)=exp([+-+-)log2--+logn+ if++) logrj. 
which will be used in the sequel for technical reasons. 
Our result is the following. 
THEOREM 1. Assume that F: RN -+ R is of class G?‘, g: R x R,’ x 
RN + RN is continuous and T-periodic in theJirst variable, and e: R -+ R” is 
continuous a,ld T-periodic. Suppose: 
(i) there exist 4N constants ak, pk, yk, p, with ak > Pk. yk > 0, 
l‘au,l = 1 (k = l,..., N) such that, for each index k, 
pk gk(t, x, y) > ak for all t, y, and all x with xk > yk ; 
p, g,(t, x, y) < pk for all t, y, and all x with xk < -yk ; 
ak>/pkT-’ .i e&&. 
(ii) there exist two (continuous and T-periodic) maps A, B: R -+ W and 
a constant C such that 
II gkx,y)ll GA(t) + VW2 llxll* + C2 II ~11~)“~ 
for all t, x, and y. 
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(iii) there exist N nonnegative constants 6, (k = l,..., N) such that, for 
each k, 
(Hx)~ (t) 2 ykfor all t, ifx,Jt) > &for all t; 
(Hx)~ (t) < -yk for all t, ifx,(t) < -6, for all t. 
(iv) the inequality 
<PI; IlHll; WY 4)’ + C* lI~ll:)“* < w 
holds with w = 2n/T, q E [2, CD] and p defined by (l/p) + (I/q) = 4. Then 
the functional-dlflerential equation 
x” + (d/dt)(grad F(x)) + g(t, Hx, Kx’) = e(t) 
has at least one T-periodic solution. 
2. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
We shall use a well-known version of the Leray-Schauder continuation 
method, as estabilished in ]lO, Theorem IVS]. Accordingly, we introduce the 
operators: 
Y:domY= (xE8~:xisofclassQ?*}c~~--+%$, Yx=-x", 
~~‘:%?‘:.+g~,dx=sMx, wheresE]O,m*[ and 
M = diaglu, ,..., rllN), 
X: G?i -+ gT, JKX = (d/dt)(grad F(x)) + g(-, Hx, Kx’) - e( . >. 
It is known (see [lo]) that 9 is a linear Fredhom mapping of index 0, with 
a completely continuous generalized inverse, and that & is a linear 9- 
completely continuous map. The choice of E implies that ker(Y - _pP) = (0). 
Moreover, ,K is iP-compact on each closed ball 9 c 5Yk with center 0. This 
easily follows because g: gi + gr defined by 
Wx = g(., Hx, Kx’) = g(., (H o s)(x), (K 0 (d/dt))(x)) 
(where J: 5Yk -+ 5ET is the completely continuous embedding) is continuous 
and it maps 39 into a bounded set. Therefore, in order to prove Theorem 1, 
we have only to find a real number R > 0 such that, if x E dom 9 and 
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for some ,% E 10, 11, then 
lxl, + lx’l, < R. 
Now, if x E dom 4a verifies Yx = (1 - A) &x -t kiyX, with J E 10, 11, then 
x is a (classical) T-periodic solution of the functional-differential equation 
--x” = (1 -- ~)EMx + il((d/dt)(grad F(x)) + g(t, Hx, Kx’) - e(t)) (2.1) 
for some L E IO, l[. Integrating both sides with respect to t E IO, TJ we get 
the equalities 
‘fik j  xk = (A/(/1 - 1)) 1 [ gk( ‘) fix, Kx’) - ek) (k = l,.+., N)+ 
Suppose that, for some index k, the inequality Ixk(t)l > 6, holds for every t. If 
x,(t) > 6, for every t, the assumptions (iii) and (i) imply 
This is a contradiction with E I xk > E S,T> 0. A similar argument shows 
that the inequality xk(t) < -6, cannot hold for all t. Therefore, we get the 
existence of N numbers t 1 ,..., f, E [0, T], such that jx,(t,)j < 6, for each k. 
Let us define 
w = (Xl@&..., x&&J) E iRIV, 
We claim that the inequality 
u(t) = x(t) - w. 
P-2) 
holds with 2 < 4 < co. By virtue of the convexity of the map 
for 0 < a < r (see [4, Lemma VI.10.91) it will be enough to prove the 
inequality (2.2) in the special cases q = 2 and q = co, that is, we need only 
to show that 
Iul, < m) lx’12 (2.3) 
IUI, < (T/2>“2 IX’I?. (2.41 
First, each component uk of the T-periodic function u vanishes at t = t, and 
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t = t, + T, therefore, (2.3) is nothing but the Picard inequality. Moreover, let 
us fix t such that 1 t - t,l < T/2. By Jensen inequality, we have 
from which (2.4) follows. 
Now, taking the euclidean inner product of both sides of the equality (2.1) 
with the vector 
u(t) = x(t) - T-l 1 x 
and integrating on [0, T], we obtain 
1x$= C [(l -I)EII*ju:+IJg~(.,HX,KX’)ux-lie,u,l 
k=l,...,N 
~~l~l~+I~~~~~~~~~‘~lzl~l~tl~l~l~12 
< CO-* IX’ 1: t / g(-, Hx, Kx’)12 w-’ Jx’Iz + (el, CO-’ Ix’Iz. (2.5) 
NOW, using (2.2), it is easy to see that 
IWq < (llf4, t 4 1x1, t cona. 
= (II Hllp + 6) I u t wlq t const. 
< (II HII, + 6) I u I4 t comt. 
< (llf4l, + 4 W’, 9) lx’ I2 + con% 
IKx’ I2 < (II W, + 4 Ix’ l2 + con% 
(2.6) 
(2.7) 
where 6 is a positive number which can be chosen arbitrarily small. From 
(2.6) and using the generalized Holder inequality with (l/p) t (I/q) = 4, we 
have 
I B2 II=41z < PI; lP-4; 
G 14; Wll, + 4’ WY 4)’ l-4: + W’IA P-8) 
where O(s) is a map such that the ratio O(s)/s remains bounded as s + t co. 
Moreover, from (2.7) we have 
c2 I 11~~‘112 < C2(Il~II, t v lx% t W’IJ. (2.9) 
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Now we can easily deduce an upper bound for / g(,, namely using the 
assumption (ii) and the estimates (2.8) and (2.9) 
I g(., Hx, -‘)I2 < IA I* + (J B2 lI~xl12 t c’j II~x’IIZ j 1a 
< IA 12 + [(IB 1; Wll, + 4’ v-7 s>’ 
+ C2(Wl12 + 4’) Ix’li + o(lx’12)1L’2 
G (IB 1; (ll~ll, + v w3 412 
+ C2(Ipq2 + q2y2 lx’ 12 t 0(1X I:"). 
Recalling (2.5), we can write 
Ix’l: < [&O-2 + (P 1; (II wq + 4’ w-7 d2 
+ C2(Ipq2 + cq2)1’2 co-‘] Ix’l: + o(lx’I:“>. 
Using the growth condition (iv), we can fix F and 6 so small that the coef- 
ficient between the square brackets in the above inequality is a constant 
K < 1. Thus, we have 
IX’I: < (1 - rc)-’ O(Ix’I-:‘2) 
which implies the existence of an absolute constant R, independent on ,I and 
x, such that 
lx’12 <R. 
A standard bootstrap argument gives an a priori bound for Ix I4 + 1 x’ lo( . 
3. APPLICATIONS AND REMARKS 
a. Application to a D@erential Delay Equations of Lithard Type 
Let r, cr be two nonnegative numbers and define 
(Hx)(t) = x(t - r), (Kx’)(t) = x’(t - a). 
Then Theorem 1 can be applied to prove the existence of T-periodic solutions 
of the equation 
x” t (d/dt)(grad F(x)) t g(t, x(t - r), x’(t - a)) = e(t). (3.1) 
Remark 1. Sufficient conditions for (ii) are 
(ii’) I( g(t, x, y)ll Q (b2 llxl12 t c2 II yj12)“2 (with b > 0, c > 0) for all 
t, x and y. 
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(ii”) g is constant with respect to y and lim SUP,~,,+~ I]xII-’ /I g(t, x)]] 
exists finite, uniformly with respect to t. 
If (ii’) holds, we can choose q = 2 and (iv) is satisfied if 
(iv’) 4b*w-’ + c* < CO*. 
In [8], Martelli and Schuur proved the existence of a 2rc-periodic solution for 
Eq. (3.1) (without delays, that is with r = u = 0) assuming the sign condition 
(i) and the growth restriction 
II g(t, XYY>II < w412 + II Yl12Y2 
with k < l/fi. A comparison of the assumptions of [8] with (ii’) and (iv’) 
shows that the relsult of [8] is strictly contained in our present result. In fact, 
we can choose b = c = k in (ii’), so that (iv’) becomes k < l/\/5. 
If (ii”) holds, we can choose q = 2, as we have done before, and (iv) is 
satisfied if 
(iv”) lim ~~~~~~~~~~ I]xIj-’ ]I g(t, x)1] < J/2 (uniformly in t). 
Therefore we obtain, as a further corollary of Theoiem 1, an improvement of 
a result of Mawhin [9]. More precisely, in [9] the author considers Eq. (3.1) 
with r = u = 0 and g independent of y, and proves the existence of at least 
one T-periodic solution under the assumptions (i) and 
lim sup llxll-I II g(t, XII < w*/(l + P/d71 n> 
uniformly with respect to t. With the techniques of the present paper, we can 
substitute (3.2) with the weaker assumption (iv”). A fortiori, our Theorem 1 
contains the result of PI where it is assumed T= 1 and 
lim wllxlbm Ilxll-’ II g(t, XII < 47r*/(l + 27r). 
b. Application to Nonlinear Systems 
Let us consider the following system of scalar equations: 
x” +f(x) x’ + g(t, y) = e(t), 
-y” + u( y’) + v(y) = w(t, x), 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
wheref, g, u, v, e, w  are continuous scalar functions, T-periodic in t. If, for 
any x E 5FZT Eq. (3.4) admits exactly one T-periodic solution y = Hx, then the 
existence of a T-periodic solution of the scalar functional-differential 
equation 
x” +f(x) x’ + g(t, Hx) = e(t) (3.5) 
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is equivalent to the existence of a T-periodic solution (x, y) of (3.3~(3.4). In 
order to apply Theorem 1 to (3.5), we begin with the existence and the 
properties of the operator H. For instance, the following result holds. 
THEOREM 2. Suppose that u, v: R + R are of class @‘, and suppose that 
p: R -+ R is continuous and T-periodic. Assume 
(9 liq,,+, v(y)signy=+ 00; 
(ii) (dv/dy)(y) > 0, for all y; 
(iii) u(0) = 0, v(0) = 0. 
Then the equation 
-Y” + U(Y’> + V(Y) = p(t) (3.6) 
has exactly one T-periodic solution y = Jp, The map J: Fr --t Fr is continuous. 
If 
p(t) > m > 0 (resp. p(t) < -m < 0 for all t) 
then 
(JpN) > v-‘(m) > 0 (resp. (Jp)(t) < v-‘(-m) < 0). 
Moreover, if 
(iv) @l&)(y) > E > 0 
holds. then 
It Jll, 4 G/E). 
The proof of the existence, uniqueness and continuous dependence of a T- 
periodic solution of (3.6) can be obtained either using a global inversion 
method (see [2, Sect. 5.1A] or [5]), as in [6], or directly as in [3]. The 
“maximum principle” and the estimate of llJllm can be proved easily. 
Now we can state 
THEOREM 3. Suppose that u and v are two maps R + R of class F ’ 
such that u(O) = 0, v(0) = 0 and (dv/dy)(y) > E > 0 for all y. Let e be a 
continuous T-periodic map with mean value T-’ l e = 0. Let g and w be two 
continuous maps R X R -+ I?, T-periodic in the first variable, verifying 
(i) g(t,y)y > ofor all t,Y; 
(ii) w(t, x)x > 0 for all t and x with (xl > Q > 0; 
409!101’2 18 
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Let f be any continuous map IR + F?. Then, if 
( 
lim sup I w(t’ x)I 
Ixl+rn 1x1 )U 
lim sup I dty Yl 
IYl-rW 
I yl )*)“’ < (;)“‘m 
uniformly with respect to t, the system (3.3)-(3.4) has at least one T-periodic 
solution. 
The proof follows from Theorems 1 and 2, with easy computations. 
Remarks. Following the techniques presented in [ I] by Bebernes and 
Martelli, it is possible to find conditions which ensure that the set of T- 
periodic solutions of (1.1) is acyclic. 
We have seen in (a) that the ordinary differential equation 
x” + (d/dt)(grad F(x)) + g(t, x) = e(t) 
has at least one T-periodic solution provided that (i) holds and the upper 
limit, as llxll + 03, of II-W’ II & x III is strictly less than 9, with 9 = w2/2. 
The problem of finding the constant 9 as large as possible is solved on the 
real line, that is, when N = 1, by Reissig (see [ 1 l]), assuming 9 = w*. 
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